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Pocahontas and Rebecca:
Two Tales of a Captive
Margaret Williamson Huber

Abstract
The Jamestown colonists’ accounts of their capture of Pocahontas,
her reactions to life among them, and the consequences for the success of the colony differ radically from the Mattaponi Indian oral
history of the same events, published in 2007. Both versions present themselves as “true”—that is, objective reporting of real events;
but the fact that each inverts the other raises questions of validity
and, ultimately, of historiography in general. This paper argues that
the question of veracity is irrelevant to our interpretation of these
accounts. Instead, we must take them as representations of a culturally conceived reality—that is, as myth. Each Pocahontas narrative
represents events in terms of contemporary cultural assumptions
and agendas: in the case of the English, ideas about savagery and
redemption; for the Mattaponi, the moral and economic primacy
of native Virginians in the history of the foundation of the colonies
and, thus, of the United States. The analysis confirms the idea that
the conventional distinction between history and myth is invalid
because it depends on Western (i.e., “scientific”) notions about reality and its representation.
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The English colonial tale of Pocahontas is familiar to many modern
Americans, in general outlines, if not in detail. Briefly, it goes like
this: she was the favorite daughter of Wahunsenaca (or Powhatan),
the paramount chief in Tidewater Virginia (Hamor [1615] 1957,
4; Smith [1624] 1986, 151), who in late 1607 captured the leader of
the Jamestown colony, Captain John Smith (Smith [1608] 1986, 47).
When Wahunsenaca ordered Smith to be put to death, his ten-yearold daughter, Pocahontas, intervened, causing her father to relent
and to befriend the English (Smith [1624] 1986, 151-152). Until
Smith’s departure in 1609, she came frequently to James Fort, usually with lavish gifts of food without which the colony would have
foundered (Smith [1624] 1986, 152; cf. Smith [1608] 1986, 61). Smith
also claimed that months later, when he had escaped an assassination at her father’s hands, she suddenly appeared to Smith and his
men in the woods nearby and begged him to depart if he valued his
life (Smith [1624] 1986, 198-199). From the time Smith left until 1613,
she disappears from the English record except for a brief notice that
in about 1611 she had married an Indian “captain” named Kokoum
(Strachey [1612] 1953, 62). In 1612, Captain Samuel Argall discovered that she was visiting a Potomac chief and, as he himself later
reported, he decided “to possesse my selfe of her by any stratagem
that I could use, for the ransoming of so many Englishmen as were
prisoners with Powhatan: as also to get such armes [and] tooles, as
hee, and other Indians had got by murther and stealing from others
of our Nation, with some quantitie of Corne, for the Colonies relief”
(Purchas [1625] 1906, 92-93). Argall’s attempt was successful and
he brought Pocahontas triumphantly to Jamestown (Hamor [1615]
1957, 2). During her residence there, she eagerly adopted English
manners and dress; and she agreed to be instructed in English and
in Christian religion, which led to her baptism and the assumption
of the name Rebecca (Dale [1614] 1957, in Hamor [1615] 1957, 53-56).
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In April of 1614, she married John Rolfe, with whom she was in love
(Hamor [1615] 1957, 10); they had a son, Thomas (Smith [1624] 1986,
258). In 1616, they went to England, where she developed a fatal illness and died, being buried at Gravesend Church.
This Anglo-American narrative has recently been countered by
a published version derived from the Mattaponi Indian sacred oral
history, written by the Mattaponi Oral Historian Dr. Lin “Little Bear”
Custalow and his assistant, Angela Daniel “Silver Star” (Custalow
and Daniel 2007). For the most part, their version does agree about
what the events were: that Pocahontas probably became aware of
Smith during his captivity; that she came to the fort with provisions
following his release—although the history says that these were gifts
from her father and that she was present merely as a “peace gesture”
(24, 26); that she married a man named Kokoum (42); and that she
was captured by Argall (47) and, while a captive, came to marry
John Rolfe; that she had a son named Thomas; and that she visited
England, where she died.
But there are divergences between the two accounts. Here I summarize these and defer detailed discussion until later in the paper.
The Mattaponi Historians reject both stories of Pocahontas rescuing Smith. They say that the famous episode wherein she forced her
father to release Smith could not have happened because Smith was
never really in any danger from the Powhatan; in fact, they insist
that Wahunsenaca liked Smith, and that the Powhatan as a whole
were favorably inclined to the English, at least initially (Custalow
and Daniel 2007, 12, 18-19). Smith, they state, could not have needed
rescuing; and even if he had, his rescuer would not have been a child
(20). The second rescue is improbable because, as the young daughter
of a paramount chief, Pocahontas would have been too important to
be allowed to run around by herself, especially on a dark stormy winter night; nor could she have eluded those who had her in their care
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or have escaped through the palisades of Werowocomoco unnoticed
(30-31).
These differences are comparatively trivial, echoing the objections of a number of Anglo-American scholars to the rescue stories
(most recently, Rountree [2001, 2005]; Townsend [2004]; see Lemay
[1992] for an extended discussion of the issue). Much more serious
is the difference between the Anglo and Mattaponi accounts concerning Pocahontas’s life as a captive. So far from enjoying her life
at James Fort, as the English say she did, the oral history says that
she sank into a profound depression amounting to a nervous breakdown because of separation from her family, including her husband,
Kokoum, and their child; brainwashing from the English (who told
her that her father didn’t love her); and—not least—being repeatedly raped by several of the colonists (Custalow and Daniel 2007,
56-57, 61-63). Among her violators was the Governor, Sir Thomas
Dale, who was probably the father of her son, who was born out of
wedlock (64). The English did not want an unwed mother on their
hands, so they made her marry Rolfe (65). (Sir Thomas was already
married.) Since they knew that Dale and not Rolfe was the father of
the infant, however, they named him Thomas instead of John (64).
Although Pocahontas hardly knew Rolfe and certainly did not love
him, she consented to marry him for the good of her people, knowing that such an alliance would result in peace between them and
the English (65). This theme, that Pocahontas willingly sacrificed her
happiness for the good of her people, infuses the Mattaponi version
in contrast to the English account, which suggests that she happily
repudiated her “barbaric” life to adopt English ways. Finally, according to the Mattaponi sacred oral history, her death was caused not by
microbes, but by poison administered by the English in London, a
measure taken to prevent her making a true report about the English
to her father in Virginia (Custalow and Daniel 2007, 83).
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How to think about the radical differences in these narratives
forms the substance of this paper. Because the accounts contradict
each other so extensively, historical method insists that we cannot
accept both. We want to know which is true so we can dismiss the
other, a reaction that arises from the historian’s reasonable assumption that there is a series of events that really happened to people who
really existed that can be recovered from the past. Even as historians
acknowledge that the resources available make that ideal impossible
(Evans 1999, 75; McNeill 1986, 18-19; Portelli 1990, viii-ix), the concept of “truth” informs their discussions. They debate the notion of
what is to be accepted as truth, but they do not question that there is
an objective, verifiable reality that one ought to seek and that one’s
success as a historian is a function of how closely one comes to representing that reality.
But a strict adherence to this premise has as a corollary that anything that cannot be verified, that owes much to imagining, that
smacks of the physically impossible, becomes relegated to the lessthan-historical: the legend, the tradition, the folktale, the myth. This
is a regrettable point of view (Burridge 1969, xvii-xxi; Heusch 1982,
8; Leach 1970, 54; Vansina 1985, 20; White 1983, 3n). “History” and
“myth” are Western categories of narrative, and so we cannot trust
them to be reliable keys to understanding other people’s stories or,
indeed, our own. The distinction prejudices us against accepting as
history what to a Western mind seem fantastical stories that informants tell about their past, even though they themselves clearly
accept them as true and produce the evidence to prove it. The fact
that the narratives describe marvelous events such as trees turning
into human beings or women married to heavenly bodies does not
in itself justify distinguishing the narrative from history since tales
only appear marvelous to those who are not used to them. And, in
any case, mythology is not really about the marvelous. We have to
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take it as a representation about the culturally imposed order of the
world. Another way of putting this is to say that although the narrative may describe a past, the structure of the narrative—the things it
includes (or excludes) and the ways that it arranges those things in
relation to each other—reflects present ideas about how the world is
organized and how it works. There is good reason to regard historical
sources, and even histories, in the same light.
I am not saying that histories are only about the present, although
the subjects they choose to treat and the ways they treat them reflect
current concerns among historians (Evans 1999, 73). My position is
that there is a past to discover, that that discovery is possible, and
that it can be represented in such a way as to make the best sense out
of the facts at one’s disposal. This is the historian’s analogue of the
cultural anthropologist’s mandate. Yet it leaves open the question of
what exactly the “best sense” would be, and that will depend on one’s
theoretical perspective. To a functionalist, what people make of their
own actions is irrelevant to anthropological understanding, while
to a structuralist it is essential. In history as in anthropology, the
same facts may be submitted to different interpretations, with different results. This is not to say a priori that one will be right and the
other wrong but rather that each approach seeks to answer different
questions; judging the outcome has to rest on whether the question
is valid and, if so, how well it is answered. But regardless of the questions asked and the theories employed, there is a “there” there that
the writer is attempting to describe and understand; neither the history nor the ethnography is simply a projection of the writer’s imaginings. As Dumézil sapiently observed, the system is inherent in the
facts (1988, 17).
Here I may seem to be begging a question, however. May we
legitimately assume that there is such a thing as a fact? Surely we
can. Evans defines a historical fact as “something that happened in
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history and can be verified as such through the traces history has
left behind” (1999, 66). Ethnographic facts may be harder to verify, if
only because of the difficulties of getting to many research sites; but
even in the most vigorously criticized ethnographies—for instance,
Colin Turnbull’s disturbing The Mountain People (1972)—we have
descriptions of people’s activities and the landscape in which they
take place, so that it is possible to arrive at alternative interpretations
of the material and even identify things that contradict the author’s
own conclusions. Or, to take different situation, Annette Weiner’s
work in the Trobriand Islands (1976) shows that Malinowski’s
reporting was accurate so far as it went; it just did not go far enough.
Reality leaves its impress in the minds of those who will describe it.
But this leaves hanging the original point of this argument: that
we should think of myth and history as the same kind of narrative.
The proposition is not that history is invention but rather that what
we like to call myth is not invention, that it is factual, at least to the
people who tell it. McNeill suggests, “Myth and history are close kin
inasmuch as both explain how things got to be the way they are by
telling some sort of story” (1986, 3). I propose that myth and history are more than kin—they are the same kind of cultural form—
and that the dichotomy myth/history is invalid. Leach’s argument is
compelling:
An indefinitely large number of events have actually
occurred in the past. Only a tiny selection of these events
can ever come to be perpetuated as ‘history.’ The process
by which the selection is made is a complex combination
of pure accident and editorial interest, but the net result
is quite arbitrary. . . . Of ‘history’ as of ‘myth,’ it is quite
sensible for the sociological inquirer to ask himself: ‘Why
does this particular incident (rather than some other)
occur in the story in this particular form (rather than
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in some other)?’ It is not sufficient to give the orthodox
historian’s answer which is: ‘Well that is what really happened,’ for many other things also really happened which
do not appear in the story at all. (Leach 1969, 42; cf. LéviStrauss 1966, 257; contra, Evans-Pritchard 1965, 179)

What we conventionally call history and myth both rely on the
conceptual and the empirical, and any attempt to classify narratives according to their degree of either is bound to interfere with
our understanding of them. On the contrary, to regard them all as
narrative ways of talking about the conceptual order of the world
proves more useful to their understanding (Burridge 1969, xx; cf.
Beidelman 1970, 75).
As the summaries given above show, most of the facts about
Pocahontas’s relationship to the English are not at issue. (The famous
“rescue” of Captain Smith is an exception.) Rather it is in the interpretation of those facts that we find the profound contradictions that
force us to think about which is acceptable and for what reasons. One
obvious approach is to subject both to meticulous historical analysis and demonstrate the greater validity of one of them. Verifying
oral history in the absence of contemporary documents is difficult,
though (cf. Vansina 1985, 29), and in this case, the contemporary
documents are precisely those whose reliability the Mattaponi oral
history questions. We have no easy or conclusive way to prove which
of these narratives we must accept as the more valid.
Instead, I have chosen to take them as reflections of their respective contemporary concerns rather than as disinterestedly objective
descriptions—that is, to read them as myths, which use experience to
form a narrative that will make experience intelligible (Lévi-Strauss
1966). These are not tales devoid of fact—far from it; but their narrators have selected facts (persons, events, things), described them,
and related them to each other so as to convey a metamessage about
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relations between Anglos and indigenes. It is possible to unpack that
implicit message by the same methods we use to reveal the structure
of a myth.
But first, we should ask to what extent these two tales of a captive—a collection of seventeenth century colonial documents and an
oral history, the one written by English colonists, the other preserved
by their adversaries the Mattaponi—are comparable. Given the differences, the answer might appear to be “not at all,” but I hope to
show that comparison is not only possible but also legitimate.
Historians regard the Jamestown documents as eyewitness
accounts. If their writing is not a streamed coverage of the events,
still the time between experience and recording is in many cases
quite short—hours, or a day or two. One might argue, too, that the
vividness of such unusual experiences would remain with the witness longer than that of everyday happenings, particularly when the
witnesses really want to remember and report what has happened.
The comparative immediacy of these narratives makes it seem reasonable to trust them to tell us what went on in Jamestown.
The Mattaponi sacred oral history, on the contrary, is an oral tradition transmitted from one historian to another since the seventeenth-century (Custalow and Daniel 2007, xxiii). This lays it open to
all the criticisms of the genre, of which the principal is that memory,
however carefully cherished, is malleable and therefore not a trustworthy record (Abrams 2010, 5; Allen and Montell 1981, 68; Portelli
1990, 52; Vansina 1985, 5). Another objection is that there can be
no scientific test of how reliable an oral account is (Abrams 2010, 5).
Even Vansina, that vigorous supporter of the value of oral history,
cautions that such historical information is reliable only if confirmed
by some independent (i.e., material) source, preferably a written document (1985, 29). At its simplest, this attitude implies that historical
documents reflect the truth while oral histories necessarily distort.
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Over the past few decades, however, practitioners of oral history
have come to see that its value is not its objectivity but its subjectivity
(Abrams 2010, 7, 22-24; Allen and Montell 1981, 21; Passerini 1979;
Portelli 1990, xi; Thomson 1998, 582-584). The sort of truth one gets
in an oral history is not the literal and unemotional sequencing of
events but is instead a representation of those events from the speaker’s point of view. And that it is subjective detracts not at all from its
value as a narrative about the past.
The opposition between objective and subjective, apparently
assimilable to that between truth and fiction or history and mythology, deserves careful thought. What might subjective mean? Portelli
calls it “the cultural forms and processes by which individuals
express their sense of themselves in history” (1990; cf. Passerini 1979,
84-85; Vansina 1985, 124), a phrasing that recalls Dumont’s definition of the person as “a more or less autonomous point of emergence
of a particular collective humanity, of a society” (1970, 39). That is,
“subjective” does not mean purely personal or idiosyncratic (e.g.,
Ginzburg 1980). The oral historians cited here seem to agree with
Halbwachs that society shapes personal memory to such an extent
that without a society no one could have any memory (Halbwachs
1980 [1950]; cf. Burridge 1969, 198). A person’s story about the past
is a conjuncture between her or his own memories of the event and
the cultural forms that affect how it is remembered and how it is told.
Even vastly differing versions of the same event may be understood
as expressions of cultural ideas about narrative and narrators—for
instance, that the culture places a premium on individuality or that
the different versions reflect political divisions of the larger society.
The story responds to the people who tell it at least as much as it
responds to the interviewer.
But if oral histories and traditions are subjective, so too are written historical sources and histories that depend on those written
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sources. In fact, extended consideration forces one to ask why anybody bothers to distinguish oral from written sources, except that
oral history offers rather more in the way of ethnographic information (cf. Allen and Montell 1981, ix; Passerini 1979, 84; Portelli 1990,
viii). Historiographers now take it as axiomatic that nothing is written without a point of view—not even an eyewitness report, and eyewitnesses are demonstrably unreliable (e.g., Evans 1999, 2, 18, 89ff;
Loftus 1996; Vansina 1985, 5; Wright and Loftus 2008). The source
document may have gaps, or gloss over or whitewash difficult points;
it may report a “truth” that is based on the writer’s complete misunderstanding of a situation; it will stress what the writer considered
important and leave out material she or he judged to be irrelevant,
dull, or dangerous; it will be colored by the writer’s various biases,
which may have motivated its creation to begin with. Compounding
these difficulties is the fact that writers vary considerably in their
abilities to describe ideas or experiences, even if they remember
them correctly. Tones of voice and nonverbal cues do not transmit
themselves easily to the page; the reader must imagine them, and
there is no guarantee that mentally adding any of them to a passage
restores the writer’s intention. In short, the historical source, like the
history that uses it, is an interpretation (Abrams 2010, 22-23; Allen
and Montell 1981, 21; Collingwood 1939, 31, 114, et passim; EvansPritchard 1962, 147; Howell and Prevenier 2001, 149; McNeill 1986,
4; Vansina 1985, 83ff; White 1983).
These observations are pertinent to the present case. Questions
have arisen for centuries about how much we should trust the
Jamestown documents, in particular those of Smith, whose veracity
has been not simply challenged (e.g., Rowse 1957, xvi) but denied outright (see Barbour 1986, lxiiiff). But most of these documents were
meant as encouragements to actual and potential investors in this
colonial enterprise rather than as records for posterity. The writers
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promote themselves as they denigrate their rivals among the colonists; they minimize the difficulties of the colony and make much
of its small successes. Among the latter, they insist on the imminent
“civilizing” of the natives, whom they represent as something not
(yet) quite English, but close enough that political, economic, religious, and perhaps even kinship ties can be established and maintained. Knowing the points of view of these writers—their mutual
hostility, their desperate wish for financial support, and their desire
to represent the native Virginians as a civil society (Williamson
2003, 73)—allows us to add the requisite grains of salt to the narratives. We do not make the mistake of thinking that these documents
are a form of debriefing, much less modern ethnography.
This argument means that as far as the documents relating to
Pocahontas are concerned, there is no basis for favoring either the
written “eyewitness” accounts or the Mattaponi sacred oral history
as being the more truthful. Both are subjective, in the sense outlined
above; the written documents are no more, and no less, representations of the true state of affairs than the oral account. But they
are not therefore useless as sources of information. As expressions
of contemporary cultural ideas—in Burridge’s phrase, “modes of
cognition [that] communicate awareness” (1969, xxi)—they reveal a
great deal. Considering them in this light, we are forced to conclude
that they differ not at all from the anthropological understanding of
mythology—that is, a representation, in narrative form, of relations
among currently accepted cultural categories.
So my propositions are these: most generally, there is no utility
in distinguishing narratives as history or as mythology. Narrative
is narrative, and it obeys the same imperatives in its construction
and delivery no matter what its subject is. Second, narrative exists
to convey information at a variety of levels, and it will incorporate,
omit, and arrange material in order to achieve that end. The two
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tales of Pocahontas that I turn to now demonstrate the virtue of my
arguments.
I take these differing accounts as narratives that describe events
in such a way as to make them make sense to the people who know
the myth, and I have tried to figure out what that sense is. The
Jamestown documents reflect the period when England was still
influenced by the reign of Elizabeth but increasingly under the domination of James I. For the Mattaponi, the reference is the later twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. But before I go on, a word is in
order justifying my assumption that the Mattaponi sacred oral history—despite its name—is about the present. The Mattaponi themselves say that this history has been learned in each generation by the
designated historian and that teaching the history stressed accuracy
above all else. They consider that the tale as told today is the same
as the narrative of events formulated by their priestly body in the
seventeenth century (Custalow 2008, personal communication). But,
as I have been arguing, insisting on the veracity of the narrative is
beside the point. Whether it is the exact truth or not, it persists, and
has been published today, because it has meaning to the Mattaponi
in the present, whatever its debt to the past may be. To see it as a
document about the present does not do violence to the Mattaponi
insistence that it represents the past.
Because it comes first in time and because the Mattaponi sacred
oral history refers to it, I begin with a consideration of the Jamestown
colonists’ story of Pocahontas.
In a “little booke” that Captain John Smith wrote for Queen Anne
at the time Pocahontas visited England, he says that
during the time of two or three yeeres [i.e., 1607-1609],
she next under God, was still the instrument to preserve this Colonie from death, famine and utter confusion, which if in those times had once beene dissolved,
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Virginia might have line [lain] as it was at our first arrivall to this day. . . . This Kingdome [i.e., England] may
rightly have a Kingdome [i.e., Tsenacomaco, or Virginia]
by her meanes. (Smith [1624] 1986, 259-260, my interpolations; see ibid. 152)1

He describes in sufficient detail her several contributions to the colony, and he concludes by describing her as “the first Christian ever of
that Nation, the first Virginian ever spake English, or had a childe in
mariage by an Englishman” (Smith [1624] 1986, 258-259).
Smith’s panegyric summarized the elements of the continuing
Anglo tale of Pocahontas. He offered several explanations for what
he regarded as uncharacteristically generous actions on the part
of a “savage.” We can be sure which of them he preferred when he
described her as “at last rejecting her barbarous condition” (Smith
[1624] 1986, 259). The image of her turning her back on her own
people, rebelling against the domination of her father and his ways,
and adopting English religion and customs as if they were the truth
revealed at last encapsulates Smith’s understanding of Pocahontas,
as it did for his contemporaries.
So we find Sir Thomas Dale, who assumed the governance of
Jamestown in 1611, describing her actions on the occasion of his
taking her up the Pamunkey River in an attempt to goad her father
into responding to the Governor’s demands for the return of English
tools, weapons, and men, and a shipload of corn: “The King’s daughter went ashore, but would not talke to any of them scarce to them of
the best sort, and to them onely, that if her father had loued her, he
would not value her lesse then olde swords, peeces, or axes: wherefore she would stil dwel with the English men, who loued her.” Later,
Dale said, he
caused [Pocahontas] to be carefully instructed in
Christian Religion, who after shee had made some good
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progresse therein, renounced publickly her countrey
Idolatry, openly confessed her Christian faith, was, as
she desired, baptised, and is since married to an English
Gentleman of good vnderstanding . . . she liues ciuilly
and louingly with him. (Dale [1614] 1957, in Hamor
[1615] 1957, 53-56)

The Reverend Alexander Whitaker, chaplain to the colony and
Pocahontas’s instructor in Christian religion, wrote in similar terms
to a fellow minister in London (Whitaker [1614] 1957, 59-60). In his
letter to Sir Thomas Dale requesting permission to marry her, John
Rolfe described her as “one whose education hath been rude, her
manners barbarous, her generation accursed, and . . . discrepant in
all nurtriture from my selfe,” language rather startling in an avowed
lover (Rolfe [1615] 1957, 64). And that he loved her there can be no
doubt, given another passage in which he said that she was one “to
whom my hartie and best thoughts are, and have a long time bin so
intangled, and inthralled in so intricate a laborinth, that I was even
awearied to unwinde my selfe thereout.” Other passages in his letter,
however, make clear that to him, the political and religious implications of the proposed union were more important. He called the
possibility of the marriage a “mightie … matter,” and he insisted that
it is not “the unbridled desire of carnall affection: but for the good of
this plantation, for the honour of our countrie, for the glory of God,
for my owne salvation, and for the converting to the true knowledge
of God and Jesus Christ, an unbeleeving creature” (Rolfe [1615] 1957,
61-64).
Hamor’s book, to which Rolfe’s letter was appended, was explicitly designed to persuade people that the colony was succeeding.
Hamor offered Pocahontas as the principal evidence in support
of his argument. All these men saw in her the possibility of converting and civilizing the whole of indigenous North America,
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who—like herself—would come to welcome the English presence
among them. The name Rebecca reflects this. The original Rebecca,
like Pocahontas, offered succor to strangers and left her own family
to marry among them (see Alter 2004, 119-26).
From the beginning, then, as a symbol of the triumph of
Protestant civilization over pagan savagery, Pocahontas assumed
mythic status.2 That is, she represented to the English of her day the
relationship between civilization and savagery, true religion and
error, just domination and submission, masculine and feminine—
in short, the order of the world. For this reason, then, I argue that
we need to see these so-called “historical” documents as myth, not
history—not ethnography, either—because their writers have chosen to include only what is related to their abiding concern to bring
Protestantism, English commodities, and civility to the newfound
land; their choices reflect, confirm, and sustain established cultural
categories that have their own structural relations to each other. And
it worked, because the “wild Indian” still persists in popular imagery, as does the idea of this continent as a wild land needing to be
tamed (that is, developed), and of Pocahontas as a cultural mediator that made the taming possible (Donaldson 1999; Kidwell 1992;
Strong 1999; cf. Green 1980).
In their narratives, the colonists represent the Powhatan as
essentially savage, which is to say irrational and governed only by
“the undifferentiated rage that they released upon anyone foolish
enough to come within reach” (Sheehan 1980, 37). Not surprisingly,
the same narratives represent the colonists as virtuous and—when
victims of this rage—unfairly put-upon. Or, in McNeill’s terms, the
good guys and the bad guys (1986, 13). To them, Pocahontas is wonderful because she is able to break out of that savagery and become a
civilized person. The same stereotypical relationship obtains in the
Mattaponi sacred oral history, but the roles are reversed: the English
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are unremittingly savage and the Powhatan virtuous and, when victims of this savagery, unfairly put-upon. And the history presents
Pocahontas’s role, in keeping with this relationship, as a principal
agent in the attempt to civilize the English. In structuralist terms,
each of these tales is an inversion of the other.
The Mattaponi historians stress repeatedly that the Powhatan
and their leader regarded the English as friends and potential allies;
that they went out of their way to welcome and succor the English
and, eventually, to try by various means to incorporate the English
into their own empire; and that the English, habitually paranoid and
aggressive, were incapable of understanding these overtures in the
spirit in which they were offered, and therefore rejected a relationship that might have been mutually productive, bringing ruin to the
native Virginians at the same time. The historians write that “from
the Powhatan perspective, the Powhatan showed friendship to the
English colonists from the beginning of their arrival” (Custalow and
Daniel 2007, 13); “[Wahunsenaca] viewed the English at that time
as having come in peace. They were welcome to stay as long as they
wished” (19); “Wahunsenaca truly liked Smith. He offered Smith a
position to be a werowance of the English colonists, to be the leader
of the English within the Powhatan nation” (18).
The English, according to the History, did not reciprocate this
kindness. A sample passage about their actions states:
Many of the Powhatan people were afraid of the English
because they used ‘thunder sticks’ to kill them. . . . When
Smith went into any village, he would take four or five
armed English colonists with him. They would traumatize the people with their weapons to the point that they
would give Smith what he wanted to get him to leave.
For instance, Smith would pretend to come into a village
in a friendly manner. When he was in close proximity
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to the chief of the village, he would put his pistol to the
chief’s head, demanding a ransom of food in exchange
for the chief’s release. Smith and his men would proceed
to take all the corn and food in the village. As they left,
Smith would throw down a few blue beads, claiming to
have ‘traded’ with the Powhatan people. (Custalow and
Daniel 2007, 14)

The whole import of Mattaponi sacred oral history is that if there
were savages in Virginia in the early seventeenth century, they were
the English (59). The history consistently paints a positive picture of
Powhatan culture, saying that its basic guideline was a respect for
life; rape was abhorrent, and women were never forced into marriage; generosity, hospitality, and the common good concerned
everyone, the chiefs most of all; deception, greed, and selfishness
were unknown; and rule, including the discipline of children, took
the form of love rather than force because violence was always to
be avoided. These qualities stand in opposition to those that the
History says were typical of the English at Jamestown. Smith’s violence, greed, and deception are obvious in the passage just quoted. I
have mentioned already that the history says that the men at the fort
raped Pocahontas; it says too that they raped Powhatan women and
children at will (35). It asserts, more generally, that without the assistance of the Powhatan Indians, the Mattaponi and the Pamunkey
in particular, the colony could never have survived. Not only did
Wahunseneca provide food for them but also his priests taught
them how to grow and cure tobacco (71ff). The whole success of the
Virginia colony—and, by implication, the United States—is due to
the natives of Virginia, not to the Jamestown colonists.
In each case—the English narratives, the Mattaponi sacred oral
history—the implicit message is that the writers are superior to those
whom they write about. The English represent themselves as God’s
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gift—literally—to the New World. The Mattaponi sacred oral history
counters the claim by representing the native Virginians as the true
custodians of the knowledge of how best to live in this land and the
English as a scourge and a blot. The Mattaponi description of precontact Powhatan life implicitly sets it in opposition to what many see
as the ills of modern Anglo society—for instance, the prevalence of
violence and rape, the greed of corporations, the corruption of politicians, the use of force rather than consensus-building to govern.
And it counters the consistent modern Anglo refusal to acknowledge
Native Virginian contributions to the success of Jamestown and
the Virginia colony in such contexts as the Jamestown Settlement
Museum and various websites devoted to Jamestown.3 It also alludes
to the wish of the Virginia tribes for state and national recognition.
Taken as histories, the Jamestown documents and the Mattaponi
sacred oral history cannot be reconciled. But viewed in the same way
as we look at myths—that is, ways of talking about the writers’ contemporary ideas—they become equally valid. The Mattaponi history
reflects current concerns among the Mattaponi just as surely as the
original Jamestown documents represent their contemporary concerns and cultural categories. The sources operate in the same way
as the myths that we interpret as expressing the relations between
cultural categories. In this case, the important ones include savage/
civilized, ignorant/informed, generous/stingy, spiritual/materialistic, nurturing/destructive. But each tale characterizes its tellers in
terms of the positive side of these oppositions, representing the “others” in these negative terms.
What the Mattaponi history says about Pocahontas is likewise
completely contrary to what the English say. Some sense of this
appears in the opening paragraphs of this paper. The Jamestown version has her choosing and emphatically preferring the English way of
life over that in which she was brought up, from which it rhetorically
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separates her. The Mattaponi sacred oral history says explicitly that
she did not turn her back on her father and that she “did not betray
her own people” (Custalow and Daniel 2007, 60). The Mattaponi historians point out that for a Powhatan woman to accommodate herself to a different culture was quite usual since the capture of women
and children was an accepted consequence of Powhatan warfare and
one that she had been raised to expect (58). Thus she could easily
figure out how to adapt herself to the demands of the situation in
order to save her own life and—more important—to prevent retaliations against her people because of her intransigence. She hoped
that the English would come to realize how amenable the Powhatan
were to accepting the English, provided they (the English) abandoned their uncivil ways. What the English took for cultural conversion is, by this account, simple accommodation. The Mattaponi
historians understand in the same way her accepting Christianity,
which was made easier by the fact that “the Powhatan people lived
the principles of Christianity more than those who professed faith in
it” (59). The English praise her willingness to adopt English clothing
and manners; the Mattaponi historians say that she constantly shed
her heavy English garments—forced upon her to hide her swelling
belly—so that her keepers had to keep dressing her up again (57, 63).
John Smith says that her son Thomas was the first legitimate child
of a Powhatan-English union; the Mattaponi are explicit that baby
Thomas was a bastard. In every possible way, the Mattaponi history
contradicts and inverts the Anglo-American history of Pocahontas,
and in doing so, it argues that the superior people in this drawnout encounter were not the victors, the English, but the indigenous
Virginians.
It is interesting, then, given this contrary picture, that it incorporates an Anglo understanding of our heroine. To the Mattaponi,
she is quite as mythic (in the sense I am using it here) as she is to
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Anglo-Americans. She is their cultural mediator, the one who
bridged the gap between nations and brought peace between them.
Her actions came at considerable personal cost, but then that’s what
women do: they sacrifice themselves for the greater good. Or in
Anglo mythology they do. What this means is that however much
the Mattaponi sacred oral history insists on its native integrity, we
must at least suspect that it has acquired an Anglo gloss. The difference is that while the English saw Pocahontas’s conversion and
marriage as evidence of her prescience in recognizing a superior way
of life and true religion, the Mattaponi say that she was doing the
English a favor by agreeing to live among them. As a gift of inestimable price, one for which a comparable return cannot be made, she
establishes the superiority of the Native Virginians over the Anglos
for all time (Donaldson 1999).
More generally, this comparison suggests that, as I proposed in
the beginning, searching for a historical truth in one or the other
of these narratives is unnecessary. Treated like myths, they give us
quite a lot of information, if not information that we originally hoped
to garner from them. It is worth proposing, then, that we should analyze all historical sources in this way—that is, as narratives which by
their choice of matter and its arrangement replicate, however unconsciously, their writers’ cultural categories. A result of such an operation must be that the past made available to us is even richer than
otherwise because our understanding of the past will include how
our writers thought about things as well as the things themselves.
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Notes
1. What Smith means is that no development of the “natural” land
would have occurred. A constant justification for colonizing Virginia
was that the natives had made no improvements to the land God
had given them, and therefore they had no further rights to it (e.g.,
Strachey [1612] 1953, 24-27; but see Cronon 1983).
2. Many scholars have addressed this point: Custalow and Daniel
(2007); Donaldson (1999); Gleach (1997); Lemay (1992); Puglisi
(1991); Quitt (1995); Rountree (1998, 2001, 2005); Strong (1999);
Townsend (2004); Williamson (1992).
3. E.g., Jamestown Settlement website (http://www.historyisfun.org/
History Jamestown.htm), Jamestown National Historic Site page
of the Virginia Travel website (http://www.virginia.org/Listings/
OutdoorsAndSports/JamestownNationalHistoricSite), the Historic
Jamestowne page of the Visit Williamsburg website (http://www.
visitwilliamsburg.com/williamsburg-attractions/historic-jamestowne/
index.aspx), and the Jamestown page of the about.com website
(http://dc.about.com/od/daytripsgetaways/a/Jamestown.htm).
Wikipedia does mention the Powhatan but stresses their antipathy to the English at the expense of their friendly overtures (http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jamestown,_Virginia).
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